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Congratulations to our new Council Members.

As a new Council, I want to remind those newly elected members of their commitment to enforce our
zoning and land use regulations.  Specifically, each of you stated that no more modifications/variances
would be supported by you if elected (League of Women's Voters Candidates Night at the Island
Library...last question posed to which you all agreed you would not support modifications/variances)

Here is your 1st challange.  Requested modification to setback requirements are identified on Att A.  The
prior approved proposal did not require such a modification.  Request you enforce the code requirement.

Next challange.  Regarding connectivity, the restated JPA for this area states (Att B & B 1).... "The party
with jurisdiction over the development application shall require necessary transportation improvements
including a neighborhood roadway interconnection to Hatchett Creek Boulevard to be provided by the
developer”

The previously approved plan met that requirement with a entrance onto Ramsey Rd (Att C).  The revised
proposal does not.

I have discussed this with the County Planning Dept and they have indicated that it is the City's
responsibility to enforce this provision.

I also refer you to correspondence included in the record which includes comments from the County
Planning Dept and included as part of the record for this hearing as "Correspondence Dec 4, 2019"..

Thank you for consideration of these comments.

Regards,

Mike Rafferty
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